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Dave Edwards Thu, Dec 1 12:08 PM

Re: BIBFELDT AND THE MILLENIUM

i believe your assessment is correct (wave/particle theories. As Max Planck's quantum theory
so elegantly delineates, electromagnetic energy forms demonstrate both wave-like and

particulate character. Actually I believe he said: "Der toe-bone conecta to de foot-bone" or

something like that.

It may also be helpful to determine if a tessera in the space-time continuum might make it

possible for a person to move from Dec. 31, 1999 to Jan. 1, 2001 directly. And would sh/he

experience actual or virtual reality in the process?

These are weighty matters and I'm grateful we have the legacy of Herr Doktor to inform our

investigations (or not).

Original message sent on Wed, Nov 30 7:10 AM by Stephen R Spencer:

Re:

Herr Doktor may assist in displaying the insoluble intricacies of this problem, but he'll NEVER
be of any use in solving it. In fact, knowing the degree to which he is calendrically impaired,
he'll probably be a year late ( or maybe early) in publishing his material. It certainly does
seem to be the kind of perplexity to which he has been irresistably drawn. Of course, he would

probably take a mediating, both/and type of stance on this as on all other issues. I.e., the
millenium both does and does not begin on Jan.1,2000. Something about wave and particle
theories in physics, I think. I will pas this issue on to those who are in charge of Bibfeldt's

writing schedule. Thanks for the suggestion.

Original message sent on Tue, Nov 29 2:53 PM by Dave Edwards :

Subject: BIEBELDT PAPERS

I'vs oeen made aware that the honorable doctor's dissertation research focused on the

disappearance of the year 0. Has anyone recognized how valuable and timely this is??? In less
than 5 years we must convince a callous, frivolous world that the new millenium does NOT
commence on Jan. 1, 2000. As Michener described in his novel "Texas", people in these parts
have been shot for failing to observe what others thought was the proper (io.e., earlier) day.

As the resident expert, would you consider Biebeldt's theoretical construction and research

apparatus capable of sustaining arguments for determining the cosmically correct arrival of the
3rd millenium? Do we have a doctoral student capable and willing to propose this as his topic?

This mail was sent to: Stephen R Spencer

This mail was sent to: Stephen R Spencer



Robert D Ibach Fri, Jan 27 10:46 AM

Subject: Bibfeldt

Congratulations on getting your fine essay published the book cited beiow. I think Walvoord will
review it in Bib Sac. (The book wiil be on the shelf in a coupie of weeks.)

The unrelieved paradox : studies in the theology of Franz Bibfeldt / edited by Martin E. Marty
and Jerald C. Brauer.

Publication info: Grand Rapids, Mich. : Eerdmans, cl 994.
Physical desc: xiii, 231 p. : III., ports ; 23 cm.

Bibliography note: Includes bibliographical references.
Subject: Theology, Doctrinal History 20th century Humor.
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